2008
Erik Lindqvist
Privatization Of Credence Goods: Theory And An Application To Residential Youth Care

Emanuel Moench
Term Structure Surprises: The Predictive Content Of Curvature, Level, And Slope

Catarina Reis
Taxation Without Commitment

Raul Santaeulalia-Llopis
Aggregate Effects Of Aids On Development

Jun Zhou
Jackpot Justice: The Value Of Inefficient Litigation

2007
Itai Agur
Firm Heterogeneity and the Two Sources of Gains From Trade

Paula Bustos
The Impact Of Trade On Technology And Skill Upgrading: Evidence From Argentina.

Martina Lawless
Firm Export Dynamics And The Geography Of Trade

2006
Filippo Taddei
The Role of Government Debt in Fostering private Sector Liquidity: The Effect on Security Design under Asymmetric Information

Christophe Boucher
Speculative Bubbles in Stock Prices? Evidence from Non-Linear Cointegration Tests with Time Varying-Expected Returns.

Markus Poschke
Technology Choice, Entry Cost, and productivity Differences between Similar Countries: A Heterogeneous Firm Approach

Holger Breinlich
Trade Liberalization and Industrial Restructuring through Mergers and Acquisitions

2005
Heski Bar-Isaac and Mariagiovanna Baccara
Power and Organizational Structure under an External Threat

Carlos Carillo-Tudela
Wage Tenure Contracts, Experience and Employment Status

Damon Clark
Politics Markets and Schools: Quasi-Experimental Evidence on the Impact of Autonomy and Competition from Truly Revolutionary Reform

Elias Papaioannou and Gregorios Siourounis
Democratization and Growth

Pre-2005 (in alphabetical order)
There may be some missing winners due to lack of paper records handed over from local organisers. If your name should be on this list, please contact admin@eeassoc.org with full information.

Antoni Calvó Armengol
On Bargaining Partner Selection when Communication is Restricted

Lutz G. Arnold
The European Growth and Employment Problems: A Growth-Theoretic Perspective

Kosuke Aoki
Optimal Commitment Policy under Noisy Information

Pablo Beker
Do Entrepreneurs Who Own Efficient Technologies Accumulate More Wealth?

Camelia Bejan
Production under uncertainty and financial innovation

Francesco Belviso
Firing Costs and Unemployment: Considering Bankruptcy in a Matching Model

Arie Beresteau
Nonparametric Analysis of Cost Complementarities in the Telecommunication Industry

Michal Bresk
Equilibrium Existence in Multi-Unit Auctions

Giacomo Calzolari and Giovanni Immordino
Hormone Beefs, Chloridric Chicken and International Trade: Can Scientific Uncertainty Be an Informational Barrier to Trade?

Ester Camina
The Role of Mediation in Peacemaking and Peacekeeping Negotiations

Pablo Casas-Arce
Firm Provision of General Training and Specific Human Capital Acquisition

Mário Centeno and Leandro Arozamena
Tenure, Business Cycle and the Wage-Setting Process

Andrew Ching
A Dynamic Oligopoly Structural Model for the Prescription Drug Market after Patent Expiration

Javier Coto-Martinez
Public Capital and Imperfect Competition

Vicente Cunat
Trade Credit: Suppliers as Dept Collectors and Insurance Providers

Francesco Decarolis
Economic Effects of Democracy - an Empirical Analysis

Pierre Dubois
Consumption Insurance with Heterogeneous Preferences: Can Sharecropping Help Complete Markets?

Peter Eso and Lucy White
Precautionary Bidding: First-price Auctions with Stochastic Private Values

Elisabetta Falcetti and Maria Tudela
Modelling Currency Crises in Emerging Markets: A dynamic Probit Model with Unobserved Heterogeneity and Autocorrelated Errors

Andre Faria
Mergers and the Market for Organization Capital

Francesco Feri
Network Formation with Endogenous Decay

Giovanni Gallipoli
Human Capital Accumulation, Education Policy and Wage Dispersion

Gino A Gancia
Globalisation, Divergence and Stagnation

Christina Gathmann
How Do Experts Affect Deterrence? Evidence from Migrant Smugglers at the Southwestern Border

Fabio Ghironi
Understanding Macroeconomic Interdependence

Petra Geraats
Precommitment, Transparency and Monetary Policy

Paola Giuliano
On the Determinants of Living Arrangements in Western Europe: Does Cultural Origin Matter?

Astrid Jung and Tomaso Duso
Collusion, Coordination in Lobbying, and Price-Cap Regulation in the U.S. Mobile Telecommunications

Marek Kapicka
Optimal Income Taxation and Human Capital Accumulation

Eiichiro Kazumori
Markov Perfect Industry Dynamics with Network Externalities and Switching Costs

Alexander K. Koch and Zdravetz Lazarov
Clustering of Trading Activity in the Dax Index Options Market
Miklos Koren
Diversification and Development

Jens D.J. Larsen
The Macroeconomic Implications of Turnover Cost and Wage Contracts

Eric Le Borgne
The Politics of Budget Deficits and Fiscal Cycles: Theory and Evidence Reconciled

Clare Leaver
Bureaucratic Minimal Squawk: Theory and Evidence

Marco Leonardi
Product Demand Shifts and Wage Inequality

Jo Thori Lind
Do the Rich Vote Conservative because They Are Rich?

Dunia López-Pintado, Yann Bramoullé, Sanjeev Goyal and Fernando Vega-Redondo
Network Formation and Anti-Coordination Games

Mercedes Vera Martin
Industry Location in European Regions: The Roles of Comparative Advantage and Economic Geography

Nicolo Pavoni
Optimal Unemployment Insurance With Human Capital Depreciation and Duration Dependence

Sonia Cecilia Pereira
The Impact of Minimum Wages on Young Employments

Josep Pijoan-Mas
Pricing Risk in Economies with Heterogeneous Agents and Incomplete Markets

Mikael Priks
Rent Extraction Through Corrupt Officials, Default Risk and Monitoring Costs

Paolo Ramezzana
A Model of Mass Consumption in Markets with Costly Search

Guillaume Rocheteau
Working-Time Regulation in a Search Economy with Worker Moral Hazard

Pablo Ruiz-Verdu
Employer Behavior When Workers Can Unionize

Andrei Sarychev
Neighborhood Sorting, Linear Regressions, and Human Capital Inequality

Burkhard C. Schipper
A State-Space Structure with Unawareness

Wendelin Schnedler
Performance Pay and Job Characteristics

Soren Tang Sorensen
Market Structure and Industrial Agglomeration

Alois Stutzer and Rafael Lalive
The Role of Social Work Norms in Job Searching and Subjective Well-Being

Adam Szeidl and Miklós Koren
Portfolio Choice with Illiquid Assets

Thomas Tangeras
Regulation of Cost and Quality Under Yardstick Competition

Olivier Tercieux
Unicity and Higher Order Beliefs: The Key Role of Stability Sets

Ludger Woessmann and Martin R. West
Which School Systems Sort Weaker Students into Smaller Classes? International Evidence

Christine Zulehner
Testing Dynamic Oligopolistic Interaction: Evidence from the Semiconductor Industry